Establishment of an erythropoietin CRS with stable measurable dimer content for SEC system suitability qualification
The European Pharmacopoeia (Ph. Eur.) monograph 1316 'Erythropoietin concentrated solution' prescribes that the dimer content of therapeutic erythropoietin (EPO) preparations must not exceed 2% as determined by Size-Exclusion Chromatography (SEC). This report describes the evaluation of a candidate Chemical Reference Substance (cCRS) to serve as system suitability reference material for the qualification of SEC systems used to assess dimer and oligomer content in EPO solutions. The study organised by the European Directorate for the Quality of Medicines & HealthCare (EDQM) was performed with the participation of six European laboratories which tested the candidate material and the EPO for physicochemical tests CRS batch 1. The candidate material was shown to be a suitable reference material for the determination of the resolving capability of the SEC system for separation of dimer and higher oligomers from monomeric EPO. The cCRS was adopted by the Ph. Eur. Commission as Erythropoietin for SEC system suitability CRS batch 1 following consideration of the report. The importance of the resolving capability of the SEC system, as defined by the peak ratios or the peak-to-valley resolution, together with the asymmetry of the peaks eluted, and the linear response of the UV detector were all seen as critical parameters. Therefore, the monograph Erythropoietin concentrated solution (1316) was revised concomitantly to take account of the CRS and to set acceptance criteria for these critical parameters..